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Abstract:
Direct borohydride fuel cells (DBFC) oxidize an easily-stored energy-dense borohydride fuel
(sodium borohydride: NaBH4), that in theory reacts ca. 400 mV below H2 and produce 8
electrons per BH4- anion. However, the borohydride oxidation reaction (BOR) does not fully
meet these promises in practice: the electrocatalyst nature, structure and state-of-surface, and
the operating conditions (pH, BH4- concentration, temperature, fluxes) noticeably influence the
BOR kinetics and mechanism. Nickel and platinum-based catalysts both have assets for the
BOR. DBFCs can only yield decent performance if their separator combines high ionconductivity and efficient separation of the reactants; cation-exchange membranes, anionexchange membranes, bipolar membranes and porous separators all have their own advantages
and drawbacks. Besides the anode, the choice of separator must consider the DBFC cathode
reaction, where oxygen (air) or hydrogen peroxide are reduced, provided adapted catalysts are
used. All these aspects drive the DBFC performance and stability/durability.

Keyword: Borohydride Oxidation Reaction; Direct Borohydride Fuel Cells; Platinum; Nickel;
Palladium; Hydrogen escape
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Highlights:


The BOR kinetics/mechanism strongly depends on the catalyst and operating parameters



Metallic nickel is highly efficient at low potential values but leads to high H2 escape



Platinum leads to fast kinetics of the H2 production from BH4- and fast H2 oxidation



Depending on the membrane/separator, DBFC must employ BH4- tolerant cathodes



The morphology of the electrode, diffusion medium and bipolar plate channels impact
mass-transport hence DBFC performance
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1 Introduction
Direct borohydride fuel cells (DBFC) increasingly stimulate the scientific community
since two decades, following the pioneering work of Amendola et al. [1]. DBFCs oxidize a
borohydride fuel (e.g. sodium borohydride: NaBH4) at their anode [2], fed as alkaline anolyte
(BH4- is only stable at high pH [3]). The borohydride oxidation reaction (BOR, Eq.1) produces
8 electrons per BH4- anion in theory, and its equilibrium potential (-0.41 V vs RHE) is 400 mV
below the equilibrium potential of the hydrogen electrode, the latter being the anode in H2-fed
fuel cells [4]. This grants DBFC high theoretical energy-density and explains their interest to
power portable electronic or small mobility devices. However, this low theoretical operating
potential induces drawbacks: depending on the anode electrocatalyst, the BOR may compete
with the electrochemical hydrogen evolution (HER) and hydrogen oxidation (HOR) reactions,
and with the heterogeneous borohydride hydrolysis. Hence, proper anode catalyst and structure
must be selected for a DBFC anode; Section 2 summarizes recent achievements on the theme,
by focusing in particular on catalysts for which recent progresses in the understanding of the
reaction mechanism were made. To efficiently separate DBFC reactants, an operating cell shall
employ a properly-designed separator (Section 3), but also a dedicated cathode catalyst; the
choice of these materials must be adapted to the cathode reaction: (gaseous) oxygen reduction
reaction, ORR, in a classical DBFC (Eq.2), or (acidic liquid) hydrogen peroxide reduction
reaction, HPRR, in a so-called H2O2-DBFC (Eq.3) (Section 4). In complete DBFCs, the
interplay between these components and their morphology, structure and assembly is critical to
the overall cell performance (Section 5).
BH4- + 8 OH- → B(OH)4- + 4 H2O + 8 e-

(Eq.1)

BOR, E0 = -0.41 V vs RHE, pH 14 = -1.24 V vs SHE
O2 + 2 H2O + 4 e- → 4 OH-

(Eq.2)

ORR, E0 = 1.23 V vs RHE, pH 14 = 0.401 V vs SHE
H2O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e- → 2 H2O

(Eq.3)

HPRR, E0 = 2.60 V vs RHE, pH 0 = 1.77 V vs SHE
Several papers have already reviewed the DBFC operation and various components of
the system [4-6]. Here, special attention is devoted to recent papers mainly dealing with the
BOR electrocatalysts and their reaction mechanisms, as well as the influence of cathode
electrocatalysts, separators and operating parameters on the DBFC performance.
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2 The borohydride oxidation reaction (BOR) at the DBFC anode
2.1

Electrocatalytic activity of different metals in the BOR

Choosing a proper DBFC anode is crucial to the fuel cell performance. Various materials
have been investigated as potential BOR catalysts in full DBFC and in half-cell configuration
[4]. This section focuses on Pt, Pd, Au and Ni catalysts, whose individual BOR performance
have been studied fairly comprehensively, and for which the mechanisms and kinetics of
reaction are rather consensual. To correctly evaluate the BOR activity of anode catalysts, the
measurements are typically conducted in electrochemical half-cells, using rotating disk
electrodes (RDE). RDE allows to separately study the anode reaction, control its mass-transport
and effectively remove the H2 gas bubbles generated at the working electrode (preventing the
blocking of the active sites surface). Since the BOR involves the formation of adsorbed
intermediate species [7], BOR activities on various metallic surfaces must be compared for
similar electrochemically-active surface area (ECSA), NaBH4 concentration and electrode
rotation rate.
Figures 1A and B compare the BOR activities of carbon-supported metal nanoparticles (Ni/C,
Pt/C, Pd/C and Au/C) in 5 mmol L-1 NaBH4 and 1 mol L-1 NaOH in a narrow and a wide
potential interval, respectively. The Au/C electrode demonstrates negligible BOR current below
ca. 0.3 V vs RHE, requiring application of high potentials (above 0.8 V vs RHE) to achieve
mass-transport limiting current. On Pd/C, the BOR starts at ca. 0.3 V lower potential than for
Au/C, but the BOR current is still negligible below 0 V vs RHE. For Pt/C, the BOR current
increases abruptly around 0 V vs RHE, but the HER becomes predominant and limits the BOR
efficiency below ca. -0.05 V vs RHE. In contrast, metallic Ni/C exhibits anodic BOR currents
already above -0.2 V vs RHE, although the mass-transport limiting current on Ni/C is lower
than on Pt/C (Figure 1A). Albeit not relevant to DBFC applications, the BOR has also been
investigated at high anodic potentials (Figure 1B): formation of surface oxides upon anodic
polarization results in attenuated BOR activity of Pt, Pd, Au, Ni, due to decreased number of
surface sites available for BH4- adsorption. The strongest effect was observed for Ni (and Ni/C):
an electrode passivated after applying potentials exceeding 0.5 V vs RHE [8] (denoted as
NiOx/C in Figure 1B), becomes inactive towards low-potential BOR and catalytically-active
only above ca. 1.3 V vs RHE, where NiOOH species form1 [8]. Partially oxidizing the Ni

1 The current increase observed above ca. 1.5 V vs RHE comprises both the high-potential BOR and the oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) contributions.
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surface not only decreases the BOR currents, but also significantly increases the open-circuit
potential (OCP, the potential reached at zero current) compared to metallic Ni (Figure 1C). The
latter can be attributed to decreased binding-energy of Had on metallic Ni adjacent to the NiOx,
sites and ensuing increased rate of the HER competing with the BOR below 0 V vs RHE [9].
This example underscores how precisely-controlled surface state is needed to reach high BOR
activity, notably for reactive metals like Ni.
By comprehensively-analyzing published data (comparing potentials required to reach
a relevant current density, RDE configuration), Olu et al. benchmarked BOR activity of various
materials [4]. Figure 1D updates such plot, constructed from low-NaBH4-concentration data (5
or 10 mmol L-1 in most studies) for carbon-supported nanoparticles: Ni clearly outperforms all
other catalysts (including Pt) at low potentials. Other conditions being equal, higher
overpotentials are required to achieve reasonable BOR current on ‘smooth’ polycrystalline
electrodes due to their much lower ECSA (Figures 1D versus 2B).
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Figure 1. Ohmic drop-corrected (in dynamic mode) CV curves (A), (B) obtained for metallic
NiED/C or oxidized NiOx/C (solid curve), Pt/C (dashed curve), Pd/C (dash−dotted curve), and
Au/C (dotted curve), as well as for (C) NiED/C electrodes at various state of their surface in N2saturated 1.0 mol L-1 NaOH + 5 mmol L-1 NaBH4 at v = 20 mV s-1 and ω = 1600 rpm;
reproduced from [9] with permission from the American Chemical Society. (D) Review of RDE
characterization of BOR for carbon-supported nanoparticles; replotted from [10] with
permission from Elsiever. Data were taken from Simoes et al. [11], Yi et al. [12], Geng et al.
7

[13], and Oshchepkov et al. [9]. (E) number of electrons valorized during the BOR, recalculated
from DEMS measurements; replotted from [14] with permission from the American Chemical
Society. (F) Hydrogen escape measured in a DBFC configuration and plotted against the current
density; reproduced from [10] with permission from Elsevier. Data were taken from Boyacı
San et al. [15], Li et al. [16, 17], Geng et al. [13, 18], Jamard et al. [19, 20] and Park et al. [21].

The OCP value varies as: Ni/C < Pd/C < Pt/C < Au/C and below 0 V vs RHE is
determined by competition between the HER (Eq.4, negative currents) and the BOR (Eq.1,
positive currents) (Figure 1).
2 H2O + 2 e- → H2 + 2 OH-

(Eq.4)

The heterogeneous hydrolysis of BH4- (Eq.5) catalyzed by Pt, Pd and Ni can be seen as
a sum of the cathodic HER (Eq.4) and the anodic BOR (Eq.1):
BH4- + 4 H2O → B(OH)4- + 4 H2

(Eq.5)

Eq.4 and Eq.5 contribute (with other processes) to hydrogen generation during the BOR
(Section 2.2).

2.2

Hydrogen generation during the BOR

Hydrogen generation during the BOR is evaluated in half-cell and in full DBFC by in situ
DEMS measurements, or using a PEMFC module at the DBFC outlet, respectively. While Eq.4
accounts for hydrogen generation (from water) below 0 V vs RHE, H2 is also detected at positive
potentials and high current densities. DEMS studies using deuterated fuel [22] on Pt and Au
show that high-potential H2 is generated from BD4- when the electrode surface is poisoned
either by surface oxides (at high anodic potentials, Figure 1E) or by BHx intermediates (at high
borohydride concentration and/or low ECSA) [10]. High-potential H2 generation on Pt and Au
may follow the occurrence of some dissociation steps involving BH4- or reaction intermediates,
e.g. BHx,ad (Section 2.4). Figure 1F represents the hydrogen escape rate versus current density
in DBFC configuration: H2 formation during the BOR results in decreased faradaic efficiency
and number-of-transferred-electrons per BH4- species from theoretical 8 down to 6 or even 2e, depending on the catalyst and applied conditions (BH4- concentration, potential, temperature,
ECSA, surface coverage, etc.). While on Pt and Au the maximum number-of-transferredelectrons, approaches 8 under favorable conditions (Figure 1E), it does not exceed 4 on metallic
8

Ni [23], probably because of its low HOR activity. Besides its impact on the faradaic efficiency,
the released hydrogen may cause some problems during DBFC operation.

2.3

Influence of the concentration of borohydride
Figure 2 shows how the BH4- concentration affects the BOR kinetics on bulk Pt, Pd, Au

and Ni surfaces measured in RDE configuration: increased BH4- concentration negatively shifts
the OCP, because the BOR kinetics increases compared to the HER (Figure 2A). The lowest
OCP values are observed for the metallic Ni electrode, because of its very low HER activity.
However, increased BH4- concentration also favors larger surface-poisoning by stronglyadsorbed intermediate BHx,ad species, which depend on the ratio between the BH4- species
concentration in the electrolyte and the number of available surface sites (ECSA) for the BH4adsorption and reaction on the electrode. Figure 2B shows the influence of the BH4concentration on the BOR on Pt, Au and Pd: the drastic poisoning of the Pt electrode surface
manifests itself in ca. 0.5 V shift of the BOR current wave towards positive potentials, resulting
from the electrode surface blocking by strongly-adsorbed intermediate BHx,ad species [24]. The
effect is less pronounced for Pd and, especially, for Au electrodes (Figure 2B). An appropriate
ratio between the concentration of OH- and BH4- should also be maintained to achieve high
BOR faradaic efficiency. According to Eq.1, this ratio should exceed 8, otherwise, problems
related to local pH decrease in the vicinity of the electrode surface may appear [23], facilitating
undesirable BH4- hydrolysis [3].
Stable BOR activity is also mandatory for practical applications. Close to 0 V vs RHE,
noble metals suffer from severe surface poisoning, resulting in prompt decay of the BOR
activity at 0.2 V vs RHE (Pt/C and Pd/C, Figure 2C), which is accelerated with increased BH4concentration from 5 to 50 mmol L-1 2. In opposition, metallic Ni/C yields relatively stable BOR
activity, revealing the absence of strong poisoning under relevant BOR operation: the affinity
of Ni to oxygen species (like OH-) at relatively low potentials facilitates complete oxidation of
the BOR intermediates, as revealed by in situ FTIR measurements [23].

2 The poisoning effect resulting in the current decay in Fig 2C may be accelerated by the presence of impurities
in the electrolyte, especially at high NaBH4 concentration.
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Figure 2. (A) OCP measured on polycrystalline Au, Pt, Pd and Ni electrodes for different
concentrations of NaBH4 in 1 mol L-1 NaOH at T = 20 °C and ω = 1600 rpm. (B) Ohmic dropcorrected (in dynamic mode) CVs of BOR (v = 20 mV s-1, ω = 2500 rpm, T = 20°C) on
polycrystalline Au, Pt and Pd electrodes at different concentration of NaBH4; replotted from
[24] with permission from Elsiever. (C) Potentiostatic measurement of the BOR on metallic
NiED/C (solid curve), Pt/C (dashed curve), Pd/C (dash−dotted curve) in N2-saturated 1.0 mol L1

NaOH + 5 or 50 mmol L-1 NaBH4 at E = 0.2 V vs RHE and ω = 1600 rpm; reproduced from
10

[9] with permission from the American Chemical Society; (D) Tentative BOR mechanism on
Pt and Au. Red-colored arrows correspond to the steps occurring on Pt only [10]. (E) BH3,ads
and BHads surface coverage simulated for BOR on a Pt electrode at different BH4concentrations within the model shown in panel (D); reproduced from [10] with permission
from Elsevier.

2.4

BOR mechanism

BOR mechanism determination was achieved for various anode materials using
electrochemical (e.g. rotating ring-disc voltammetry), spectroscopic (DEMS, in situ infrared
spectroscopy) and computational methods (density functional theory, DFT, and microkinetic
modeling). The difference in the BOR activity of Pt, Pd, Au and Ni can be explained considering
the binding energies of the key intermediate species: Had, BH4,ad and BHad, on these metals,
which have been calculated by DFT (Table 1). On Pt, BH4- adsorbs dissociatively, forming
strongly-adsorbed BHad and Had. The latter species are easily oxidized on Pt above 0 V vs RHE
(contributing to the currents), but escape as H2 below 0 V vs RHE (hence H2 detection in
DEMS). To account for the ‘high-potential’ H2 escape, an incomplete BH4- dissociation into
BH3,ads, was proposed, the latter occurring on Pt ‘poisoned’ either by surface oxides or by BHx
intermediates (Figure 2D). Figure 2E shows Pt surface-coverage with BH3,ads and BHads
intermediates at different borohydride concentrations. BH3,ads can desorb from the “poisoned”
Pt surface to form BH3OH-, which can be detected using a RRDE. In contrast, the low BH4,ads
binding-energy on Au surface results in slow BOR kinetics around 0 V vs RHE, requiring
significant overpotential (ca. 0.7 V) to initiate the reaction. The weak BH4- adsorption on Au
leads to incomplete BH4- dissociation into BH3,ad, accompanied with larger H2 escape in a wider
potential interval but smaller surface-poisoning by strongly-adsorbed intermediates.
According to DFT calculations, BH4,ad binding is intermediate on Ni(111) versus Au
and Pt. The reaction path follows initial B-H dissociation followed by BH3-OH bond formation,
successive B-H dissociation into BOHad, and then final B(OH)3 product formation [23]. On Ni
surfaces covered by Had and BHx,ad species, the B-H dissociation will be hindered, affecting the
reaction mechanism. BH4- adsorption on Ni is strong-enough to allow fast adsorption but nottoo-strong to favor severe surface poisoning (typical for Pt). Had is more strongly adsorbed on
metallic Ni than on Pt, resulting in slower Had oxidation and slow rate of competing HER, which
is the key to achieve low BOR onset potential. The downside of Ni is its inability to valorize 8
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e- ‘stored’ in the BH4- fuel: BOR on Ni rather occurs in a 4 e- process, producing 2 H2 per BH4, the exact BOR mechanism on Ni being not fully understood, yet.
According to DFT calculations, Pd(111) should also catalyze the BH4- dissociativeadsorption. However, the experimental current-potential curves are strongly affected by Pd
hydrides formation, making mechanistic elucidation more difficult.

Table 1. DFT-calculated adsorption energies for selected adsorbates on Ni(111), Pt(111),
Au(111) and Pd(111) at zero coverage limit

Species
BH4*

Ni (111)
-3.68 [9]
-3.50 [25]

BH+3H*

-

BH3*

-2.19
-2.81 [28]
-2.94 [29]
-2.98 [28]

H*
OH*

Binding energy (eV)
Pt (111)
Pd (111)
-4.73 [27]
-4.56 [25]
-1.94 [27]
-2.70 [28]
-2.72 [29]
-2.11 [28]

-

Au (111)
-1.73 [26]
-1.96 [25]

-3.63 [25]

-

-2.83 [28]
-2.88 [29]
-2.22 [28]

-0.55 [26]
-2.04 [28]
-2.18 [29]
-1.56 [28]

3 Several types of separator/membranes for the DBFC
This section briefly compares various types of DBFC separators focusing on the
advantages and drawbacks of either choice rather than a comprehensive analysis of currently
existing materials.

3.1

Cation Exchange membranes (CEM)

CEM, the most advanced on an industrial/commercial viewpoint, possess numerous
advantages: high chemical stability, mechanical properties and commercial availability. In
theory, CEMs exhibit reduced fuel cross-over (Donnan exclusion of BH4- anion from SO3groups), but cannot suppress it, which can compromise the cathode performance if its catalyst
is not BH4--tolerant (Section 4) [30]. In a DBFC, a CEM operates in Na+ form (for NaOH-based
anolytes), which compromises the cell Ohmic-drop, owing to the low conductivity of Na+CEMs versus H+-CEMs. Besides, this enables NaOH displacement towards the cathode side,
where (for O2-fed DBFCs) it tends to precipitate, leading to reduced O2 mass-transport
efficiency to the cathode sites [31] (Figure 3A), hence depreciating the cathode and DBFC
12

performance. For H2O2-DBFCs, CEMs lead to intense proton migration/diffusion from the
(acidic) catholyte side to the anode side [32], promoting severe BH4- hydrolysis and depreciated
performance (the cell anode then behaves like in a standard hydrogen fuel cell) [33].

Figure 3: (A) Injection of liquid water at the cathode enables transient recovery of the
performance during operation of a CEM-based DBFC at Ucell = 0.5 V, T = 60°C with a Pt/C
cathode, because it washes the accumulated NaOH; reproduced from [31] with permission from
Elsevier. (B) When the DBFC is operated with an anion-exchange membrane, the fuel (NaBH4)
and its oxidation products (NaBO2) can be deposited in the channels of the cathode bipolar
plate; reproduced from [20] with permission from Elsevier. (C) Illustration of the way a H2O2DBFC operates with pH-gradient-enabled microscale bipolar interface (BPM). Reproduced
from [34] with permission from the American Chemical Society.
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3.2

Anion-Exchange membranes (AEM)

AEM should prevent such NaOH (DBFCs) or H+ (H2O2-DBFCs) displacement. AEM enabled
the best-reported performance for DBFCs: 810 mW cm-2, for a 5 cm² cell operated at 70°C,
with a Pd+Ni-based anode (5 wt.% NaBH4 in 10 wt.% NaOH anolyte) and a Pt/C cathode (O2)
[35]. Many home-made (and then commercial) AEM were then tested in DBFC; their main
drawback is associated to the unavoidable BH4- (fuel) and BO2- (final product) anion crossover
they generate [20], which leads to the re-precipitation of these compounds in the cathode and
in its bipolar plate channels (Figure 3B). The corresponding non-negligible presence of fuel at
the cathode renders mandatory the use of either BH4--tolerant ORR catalysts or complex
balance-of-plant to avoid detrimental mixed potential at the cathode and reach high
performance. It is wise to say that non-noble cathode materials have assets in terms of fuel
tolerance, and that they have a chance to be stable when used at the interface of an AEM, thus
allowing DBFC to operate without noble metal catalysts (Section 4).

3.3

Bipolar membranes (BPM)

BPMs, combining a CEM side and an AEM side, are relevant for liquid-liquid DBFCs (H2O2DBFCs), where they enable to maintain the required pH-gradient between the alkaline BH4anolyte and acidic H2O2 catholyte [33, 36] (Figure 3C). Proper BPM operation requires that
water-splitting easily occurs at the CEM|AEM interface, which implies an unavoidable junction
potential [36]; the OH- and H+ produced then travel to the anode and cathode sides of the cell,
respectively, to participate in the BOR and HPRR. BPM can lead to high-performance H2O2DBFC [33], but involve non-negligible consumption of base from the anolyte and acid from the
catholyte, which limits the cell practical energy-density [36]. The interest of BPM has not yet
been demonstrated for classical (O2-fed) DBFCs.

3.4

Porous separators (or membraneless cells)

Membraneless DBFCs were reported, either in conventional DBFC operation with a cobaltbased anode and LaNiO3 (or MnO2) fuel-tolerant cathodes [37, 38], or with a ceriumammonium-nitrate reduction at the cathode [39]. This latter strategy is poorly compatible with
high cell performance and easy operation, owing to complex fuel/oxidant management when
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the anode and cathode are not really separated. Porous separators have nevertheless been
successfully employed in “Swiss-roll” mixed reactant cells, in which (in-principle) fuel-tolerant
ORR catalyst (e.g. MnO2) and oxidant-tolerant BOR catalyst must be used [40]. With proper
management of the fuel/oxidant flows and cell/electrode/separator geometry, non-tolerant
catalysts can however be used without detrimental performance losses [41].

4 The cathode reaction in a DBFC
As specified in the Introduction, DBFC can operate with either ORR or HPRR at the
cathode. This Section briefly discusses how the choice of the cathode reaction affects DBFC
performance and the criteria imposed on the cathode electrocatalysts.

4.1

Oxygen reduction reaction

The ORR (Eq.2) is the usual cathode reaction in a DBFC, O2 being advantageouslyharvested from air at no cost. Because of the alkaline anolyte and the imperfect separation
brought by the membrane/separator, alkaline ORR is at stake in a DBFC; Pt and Ag-based
catalysts are very active for this reaction, but are not BH4- tolerant/selective [42]. So, they shall
not be used with an AEM, that leads to consequent fuel crossover (see section 3.2). Many Aubased or Ag-based alloys were mentioned for ORR in DBFCs, but the materials are also active
for the BOR, a real non-sense (see e.g. [43-45]). With a CEM, such noble catalyst can be used,
even if for alkaline fuel cells like the DBFC, one rather envisions to use non-noble catalysts
also at the cathode.
Non-noble catalysts are usually less active than Pt and Ag for “pure ORR” but more
tolerant/selective in presence of a fuel. The literature is extremely rich in studies of non-Pt ORR
catalysts, and several have been successfully demonstrated in AEM-based or separator-based
DBFCs. Without being exhaustive, one can cite Fe-N-C or Co-N-C [46], MnO2 [42, 47],
LaNiO3 [37, 38].
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4.2

Hydrogen peroxide reduction reaction (HPRR)

The HPRR usually occurs in acidic conditions in H2O2-DBFCs, H2O2 being less stable in base.
Using the HPRR is advantageous in some applications where gaseous reactant are dangerous,
e.g. submarines [33, 48]. Acid-stable Au or Au-based catalysts [33] and Pt/C [48] are the norm,
and more complex chemistries of catalysts were also evaluated, like Pt-rare Earths (quite active)
[49] and perovskites (poorly-performing) [50]. Proper engineering the cathode catalyst layer
and balance-of-plant of the H2O2-DBFC is critical to achieve good H2O2-DBFC performance
[32].

5 Performance, stability and durability in DBFC operation
5.1

Effect of the electrodes/diffusion medium structure

The previous sections made clear that the core materials of (H2O2-) DBFCs drive their
performance; their assembly, interface and structure also have a dramatic impact, in particular
for the anode: (i) cracked (porous) layers (Figure 4A, B) (ii) graded layers based on Pd/C and
Pt/C catalysts (Figure 4C) [48] all enabled to optimize the (very complex) mass-transport
processes in DBFC anodes.
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Figure 4: (A) Illustration of the impact of the performance of a DBFC depending on the
morphology of the Pt/C-based anode active layer, all other parameters being kept identical;
open macropores enable better management of the mass-transport of the liquid fuel and
generated H2 bubbles; reproduced from [51] with permission from Elsevier. (B) Similar effect
were observed for Ni-based anodes; reproduced from [52] with permission from Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH. (C) Graded electrodes made of Pt/C and Pd/C were prepared for optimized
H2O2-fed DBFC operation; reproduced from [48] with permission from The Electrochemical
Society. (D) Illustration of reactant-transport engineering to mitigate parasitic reactions (HER,
BH4- hydrolysis) to the BOR and improve the performance of liquid-fed DBFCs; reproduced
17

from [53] with permission from CellPress. (E) Adapting the Pt nanoparticles density (catalyst
loading) at the surface of carbon-fiber anodes enables to control the rate of H2 escape during
the BOR in DBFC; reproduced from [54] with permission from Elsevier.

Indeed, the BOR completion and kinetics strongly depends on the mass-transport of
BH4-/OH-/H2 to/from the catalytic sites within the porous texture of the electrode [52, 55, 56].
So, the diffusion layer upstream the anode has a marked influence on the anode performance,
thin/open layers being beneficial to H2-bubbles evacuation and liquid anolyte access [21]. The
concept can be extended to the channels feeding the anolyte solution in a H2O2-DBFC:
engineering the reactant-transport within the anode flow field architecture and fuel flowrates
mitigates parasitic borohydride hydrolysis and hydrogen oxidation reactions, and minimizes
anode masking by hydrogen bubbles [53] (Figure 4D).

5.2

Stability of DBFC performance and durability of DBFC catalysts

Although DBFCs are still at their infancy compared to PEMFCs, some studies have evaluated
their stability in operation. For example, the start/stop operation of a (CEM-based) DBFC was
studied [31]: using a ORR-inactive anode catalyst can prevent cell reversal issues that are often
encountered in PEMFC.
From a materials view-point, operation in the high-pH environment of the anode is very
detrimental to carbon-supported electrocatalysts [51, 57, 58]. Anode catalyst erosion from their
substrate is often mentioned as one cause of DBFC instability [59]; cathode catalyst dissolution
and re-deposition at the anode, and detachment of carbon-supported nanoparticles after DBFC
operation are additional explanation for the instability of PGM-based DBFCs upon prolonged
operation [51]. Non-PGM Co-Ni-B [60] and NiB [61] BOR anode catalyst were found rather
active/stable in prolonged DBFC operation.
CEM stability in DBFCs is never reported as a major issue; however, the temperature strongly
influences their performance in DBFC, because of a complex interplay between imperfect
anode/cathode separation (and related mixed potentials), high sensitivity of Na+-ionic
conductivity to temperature, BH4--hydrolysis, and usual electrokinetic/mass-transport effects
[4, 31, 51].
There is no data reporting AEM-based stability in DBFC operation; if their hydration is
properly-controlled (which is easier for DBFCs fed with a liquid-based anolyte), AEM can be
fairly stable on the long-term, though, especially with CO2-scrubbed incoming air [62, 63].
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BPM did show 50 h-long performance-stability upon H2O2-DBFC operation [33], and porous
BPM ca. 300 h-long operation at 200 mA cm-2 [64].
One clear difference between DBFCs and their H2-fed counterparts is the formation of H2 from
the HER (when the anode operates below 0 V vs RHE – as desired) or from catalytic
decomposition of BH4-; this H2 must be valorized as much as possible if formed (which Pt does
above 0 V vs RHE), but ideally not produced. Metallic Ni is an interesting catalyst in that extent,
because it enables to lower the low-potential H2 production, hence enabling higher voltage
DBFC operation than Pt (Figure 4B), but is incapable to valorize the H2 it produces, leading to
non-negligible H2-escape (Figure 4E). To manage properly H2 production and escape, materials
strategy are advantageously complemented by engineering ones [34, 52, 53, 65].
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6 Concluding remarks
DBFCs are very versatile systems, which offer many possibilities in terms of usable core
materials (at the anode, cathode, for the separator/membrane), fuel (liquid anolyte, whose pH
and BH4- concentration can be varied) and oxidant (gaseous O2, acidic H2O2 catholyte). Their
performances are tightly linked not only to their core materials, but also to their assembly and
structure: the core materials must be selected according to the operating conditions and
electrode/cell structures chosen. This stimulates intense research efforts, that recently led to
spectacular fundamental understanding and technical performances.
This selected review highlighted that, although many anode catalysts have been studied since
the pioneering work of Amendola 20 years ago, by now, significant progress in the
understanding of the complex BOR mechanism has only been achieved for rather simple
catalysts (monometallic Pt-, Pd-, Au- and Ni-based). Among them, only Pt and Ni present
sufficient extent of low-potential activity, though for different reasons. While Pt dissociatively
adsorbs BH4- into BHad and Had and then near-completely oxidizes Had (only above 0 V vs RHE
but at a very fast rate, hence leading to faradaic efficiency close to 100% on properly-designed
electrodes), Ni in its metal state is capable to catalyze anodic BH4- oxidation without promoting
the unwanted cathodic HER, hence leading to non-negligible BOR currents at potential below
0 V vs RHE. However, the BOR mechanism on Ni involves generation of significant amount
of H2 that the electrode is incapable to properly oxidize; this results in non-negligible H2-escape.
In addition, the mechanisms of the BOR and its competing reactions are strongly influenced by
the operating conditions of the anode. The nature of the membrane/separator has a marked
influence on the DBFC performance. The choice of the membrane/separator not only defines
the ionic conductivity but also affects crossover of the anolyte species (Na+ for a cationexchange membrane and anionic fuel species for an anion-exchange membrane). Because of
this, AEMs must be employed in conjunction with a fuel-tolerant cathode catalyst (usually nonnoble). In addition, the structure and the texture of the anode is pivotal to its proper
performance, so to enable optimized mass-transport for the fuel and its numerous (desired or
not) reaction products. Finally, like any other fuel cells, DBFCs are subjected to degradation
issues, and these are very specific to their fuel (liquid alkaline anolyte); while PGM-based
catalysts are very sensitive to these degradations, non-PGM ones (e.g. Ni-based) seem more
stable, another asset of these materials for DBFC operation.
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Lexicon
AEM: Anion Exchange Membrane
BOR: Borohydride Oxidation Reaction
BPM: BiPolar Membrane
CEM: Cation Exchange Membrane
DBFC: Direct Borohydride Fuel Cell (using O2 as oxidant)
DEMS: Differential Electrochemical Mass Spectrometry
DFT: Density Functional Theory
FTIR: Fourier-Transform Infra-Red spectroscopy
H2O2-DBFC: Hydrogen Peroxide Direct Borohydride Fuel Cell (using H2O2 as oxidant)
HER: Hydrogen evolution Reaction
HOR: Hydrogen oxidation Reaction
HPRR: Hydrogen Peroxide Reduction Reaction
OCP: Open Circuit Potential
ORR: Oxygen Reduction Reaction
R(R)DE: Rotating (Ring) Disk electrode
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